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Material damping in a continuum, which inherently involves multiple coupled irreversible thermodynamic processes, is
associated with irreversible interchanges of various forms of energy. In this paper, a hybrid framework of internal state
variables and extended state variables is proposed to formulate a material damping model for complex materials. For a
typical simple material, damping model is developed in the framework of extended irreversible thermodynamics. Nonequi-
librium quantities, i.e. thermodynamic ﬂuxes, are introduced as extended state variables to supplement for the description
of a local nonequilibrium state. The relaxation characteristics of these thermodynamic ﬂuxes, which are a symbol of non-
equilibrium characteristics, are modeled by ﬁrst-order relaxation equations. For a typical system, we introduced heat ﬂux
and nonequilibrium (viscous) stresses as thermodynamic ﬂuxes corresponding to irreversible heat transport and viscous
processes. Coupling between equilibrium and nonequilibrium mechanical and thermal ﬁelds are modeled. Explicit expres-
sions for speciﬁc free energy, speciﬁc entropy, and speciﬁc internal energy are derived. The energy balance equation that
governs interchanges of various forms of energy is then obtained to complete the formulation. We have investigated var-
ious limiting cases of the developed model and related these limiting cases to typical thermodynamic damping models. We
have applied the model to study the dissipation characteristics of longitudinal vibrations of a rod and then compared with
other damping models.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Even though, we understand the elastic behavior of a structure, reasonably accurately, we do not under-
stand the damping in the structure to the same level. The damping is a very desirable structural characteristic
to attenuate vibrations, increase the fatigue life of a structure, and eliminate the undesired noise. The damping
of a structure is primarily due to the material damping and possible dissipation eﬀects by joints, fasteners and0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the associated small changes in natural frequencies and other dynamic characteristics of the structure. How-
ever, these small changes are very important in many applications such as health monitoring of structural sys-
tems and estimating the residual strength of a structure. A precise material damping model of highly physical
insight will lead to structural dynamic models of improved accuracy for simulation, system diagnostics and
identiﬁcations, and design of active/passive control systems.
1.1. Mechanisms of material damping
Let us consider an elastic cantilever beam that is isolated in vacuum. When it is released from an initially
deﬂected position, the beam vibrates with gradually decreasing amplitudes and ﬁnally comes to rest at an
unstrained position. This simple case manifests the characteristics of material damping. Here, mechanical
energy is converted into another form of energy, i.e., the heat, which is stored in the closed system, through
a thermodynamic process, i.e., the thermoelastic process. In the thermoelastic process, it involves a coupling
between the equilibrium thermal and mechanical ﬁelds. For a material of viscous characteristics, rather than
the thermoelastic damping, viscous process and its coupling with other irreversible processes attribute to dis-
sipation and damping. For a more general material, multiple irreversible processes at disparate scales may also
contribute to the total dissipation. Thus, a precise damping model needs to describe various irreversible pro-
cesses that can be at disparate scales, their inter-ﬁeld coupling, and conversion of various forms of energy. This
has to be developed in the framework of irreversible thermodynamics.
1.2. Framework of irreversible thermodynamics
Before we start formulating our damping model, we give a brief discussion on how we justify our thermo-
dynamics framework from various irreversible thermodynamics theories. Starting from 1930s, Onsager, Prigo-
gine, Eckart, Mexiner, de Groot, Mazur and others succeeded in formulating the principles of irreversible
thermodynamics by making some restrictive assumptions (Onsager, 1931a,b; Onsager and Machlup, 1953).
The concept of ‘‘state’’ is extended from a global description of a continuum in thermostatics (Buchdahl,
1966) to a local description of material point in the continuum. In other words, every material point that con-
structs the continuum is assumed approximately close to a local thermodynamic equilibrium state at any given
instant (Fung, 1965; Prigogine, 1955; Jou et al., 1996). Therefore, state variables like temperature that are well
deﬁned in thermostatics for a global system can be used to specify a local equilibrium state at a material point.
Today, this theory is known by the name classical irreversible thermodynamics (CIT). Besides the classical set
of state variables, Onsager et al. introduced thermodynamic ﬂuxes to describe irreversible processes. At any
instant, thermodynamic ﬂuxes instantaneously respond to the generalized forces by a linear relation that holds
the Onsager–Casimir reciprocal principle (Onsager, 1931a,b; Casimir, 1945). These thermodynamic ﬂuxes are
not considered as additional state variables; therefore, do not appear in state functions like internal energy,
free energy, etc., as deﬁned in thermostatics. In 1943, Bridgeman addressed a balance law of entropy (i.e.,
the evolution of entropy): ‘‘(net entropy leaving a close region) = (entropy created within the
region)  (increase of entropy localized in this region)’’. In other word, the rate of change of entropy within
a region is contributed by entropy ﬂux through the region and entropy production created inside the region. In
CIT, entropy ﬂux only depends on heat ﬂux, which is the thermodynamic ﬂux for irreversible heat transfer
process. The rate of entropy production is in a bilinear form of ﬂuxes and their associated generalized forces.
The nonnegativity of rate of entropy production, i.e. the dissipation inequality or Clausius–Duhem inequality,
grants the irreversibility of dissipative processes and states the second law of CIT.
Rational thermodynamics (RT) was initially introduced by Truesdell, Coleman, Noll and others to enlarge
the scope of the application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics beyond CIT (Truesdell, 1984; Coleman and
Gurtin, 1967; Day, 1972; Jou et al., 1996). In RT, materials are assumed having memory. This means, at any
given instant, dependent variables cannot be determined by only instantaneous values of independent vari-
ables, but by their entire histories. In some ways, this modiﬁes the concept of state in CIT, where a state is
well deﬁned and determined by a set of measurable variables at only current instant. In RT, complementary
variables (like internal energy, heat ﬂux, stress tensor and entropy) are related to the entire history of indepen-
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an introduction of ‘‘a large scale thermodynamic parameter of state’’, to reduce the RT representation (Bridg-
man, 1943; Kestin, 1992) and to avoids the use of functional equations. These state parameters, which extend
the state space of CIT and RT, are called the internal (state) variables (Maugin and Muschik, 1994; Coleman,
1967; Coleman and Gurtin, 1967; Muschik, 1990; Kestin and Rice, 1970). The related theory is called the
internal variable theory (IVT). Physically, internal variables represent some microscopic material structural
characteristics or their ensemble characteristics. For example, for materials of structural damages like micro-
cracks, damage content tensor can be introduced as internal variables to supplement the description of a local
equilibrium state besides the deformation and temperature. Internal variables are independent variables and
obey a special rate equation (Maugin and Muschik, 1994; Muschik, 1990), where the rate of change of an
internal variable is governed by the conjugated force that is deﬁned as the partial derivative of the Helmholtz’s
free energy with respect to the internal variable. These internal variables are ‘‘hidden’’ in the sense that their
rate equations are local (i.e., spatially independent) and can be directly integrated (Maugin and Muschik,
1994; Muschik, 1990). In IVT, a concept of a local constrained nonequilibrium state is introduced. In other
words, there always exists a local accompanying equilibrium (or quasi-equilibrium) state, onto which the local
nonequilibrium state can be projected (Muschik, 1990). Although this mapping or projection may not be
unique and one-to-one, the concepts of thermostatics are assumed applicable to the local accompanying equi-
librium state, then to the corresponding local constrained nonequilibrium state. The dissipation (or internal
power) induced by an internal variable is equal to the product of its rate of change and the corresponding
conjugated force. The introduction of internal variables can be beneﬁcial when selected material structural
characteristics and their associated dissipations aﬀect the local properties signiﬁcantly (Capriz, 1989). Howev-
er, other than the rate of change of an internal variable, irreversible processes associated with the evolutions of
relevant material structural characteristics have to be considered. For example, irreversible processes such as
the motions of microcracks and evolution of microcrack network, other than the rate of change of damage
content tensor, are also crucial. To measure these irreversible processes, thermodynamic ﬂuxes as in CIT
are needed.
CIT and IVT have gone beyond equilibrium thermodynamics. However, they are limited to the validation
of the assumption that there exists or accompanies a local equilibrium state. The applicability of the assump-
tion of local equilibrium state relies on the validation of Boltzmann’s distribution (Prigogine, 1955; Fung,
1965). This restricts CIT and IVT only applicable to the cases which are only slightly ﬂuctuated to the Bolt-
zamann’s distribution and therefore not far away from thermodynamic equilibrium. The suﬃcient condition
for the validity of the local equilibrium assumption is that all of the associated thermodynamic processes relax
fast enough in comparison to some characteristic times of interest. For processes that have relaxation times,
much larger than dynamic characteristic times of interest, they are away from thermodynamic equilibrium.
However, they can be considered ‘‘locked in’’ a nearly equilibrium state at every instant. For processes that
have relaxation times, much smaller than dynamic characteristic times of interest, they can be considered
as instantaneous responses as in CIT. In these two situations, the assumption of a local equilibrium state is
valid. However, in many cases, the characteristic relaxation times of the involved irreversible dissipation pro-
cesses, either chemical, or mechanical, or thermal, or electric, can be at the same order of dynamic character-
istic times of interest. Therefore, at any instant during these processes, every point in the continuum is at a
state that is far away from thermodynamic equilibrium. The assumption of a local equilibrium state is no long-
er applicable.
Extended irreversible thermodynamics (EIT) relaxes the restriction of the assumption of a local equilibrium
state by introducing a primitive concept of a local nonequilibrium state. Therefore, a local nonequilibrium
state, which allows for far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, is assigned to every material point in a con-
tinuum at any instant (Jou et al., 1996, 1998; Mu¨ller and Ruggeri, 1998). EIT constructs a nonequilibrium
state space in the following way. Besides the classical set of equilibrium state variables, an extended set of non-
equilibrium state variables is introduced to complement the description of a local nonequilibrium state. These
extended nonequilibrium state variables are also called thermodynamic ﬂuxes, which are fast and noncon-
served variables. Every irreversible dissipative process, either macroscopic (related to classical state variable)
or microscopic (related to internal state variable), possesses an associated thermodynamic ﬂux, which can be
used to describe some types of interaction of a material point with its neighborhood. Each ﬂux is activated by
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related. In contrast to the internal state variables, these thermodynamic ﬂuxes are independent nonlocal state
variables. In contrast to thermodynamic ﬂuxes in CIT, these thermodynamic ﬂuxes have relaxation character-
istics and therefore directly contribute to state functions. These nonequilibrium contributions can be signiﬁ-
cant when relaxation times of thermodynamic ﬂuxes are not negligible. For a higher-order approximation, the
extended set of nonequilibrium state variables needs the introduction of high-order thermodynamic ﬂuxes,
which are the ﬂuxes of the evolution processes of one-order-lower thermodynamic ﬂuxes, and are therefore
called the ‘‘ﬂuxes of the ﬂuxes’’. In EIT, nonequilibrium state functions such as entropy, free energy and inter-
nal energy are functions of the entire set of state variables including both equilibrium and nonequilibrium vari-
ables. Furthermore, entropy ﬂux depends on all thermodynamic ﬂuxes, not just on heat ﬂux as in the
framework of CIT, RT or IVT. From the second law of EIT, the rate of entropy production is strictly non-
negative to ensure the evolution direction of irreversible processes. This also imposes restrictions on the con-
stitutive relations and evolution equations of thermodynamic ﬂuxes.
1.3. Thermodynamics framework for this work
From the above discussions, for a general description of material damping, the introduction of a hybrid
framework of internal variable theory and extended irreversible thermodynamics is necessary. In which, inter-
nal state variables are used to represent the microstructural characteristics, while extended state variables are
used to describe the irreversible (macroscopic or microscopic) processes. However, for a typical simple mate-
rial that we can neglect its microstructural characteristics, a framework of extended irreversible thermodynam-
ics is suﬃcient. In this paper, we develop a damping model for simple materials in the framework of extended
irreversible thermodynamics.
In the framework of EIT, introduction of thermodynamic ﬂuxes and their associated relaxations lead to
hyperbolic theories, which originally were motivated to resolve the unphysical ‘acausality’ feature of parabolic
theories. As is discussed, hyperbolic theories become necessary whenever relaxation times of the irreversible
processes are comparable to characteristic times of interest (Herrera and Pavo´n, 2002). This holds for gases,
ﬂuids and solids. For viscous processes, the range of relaxation times is quite wide: from 1013 s for ordinary
ﬂuids to 102 s for viscoelastic materials (Lebon et al., 1988). For gases and ﬂuid, mechanism of viscosity is
straightforward, but for solids it is complicated and of large variety. For structural metals, at relative low tem-
peratures, internal friction associated with motion of dislocations (Granato and Lu¨cke, 1956; Wilks, 1965)
applies to damping. At elevated temperatures (T  0.5Tmelting), viscous responses are substantial and attribute
to various physical mechanisms (Norwick and Berry, 1972), such as viscous slip at grain boundaries (Zener,
1941; Keˆ, 1947) and rearrangement of pairs of atoms in an alloy (Zener, 1947). At higher temperatures, thermal-
ly activated dislocation mechanisms (Keˆ, 1949; Lakes and Quackenbush, 1996) become the major contribution
to dissipations. Therefore relaxation times of viscous processes depend not only on underlying viscous mecha-
nism but also temperature. For example, for cold-worked copper, viscous relaxation times for dislocation
motion vary from about 0.01 s at 65 K to 0.1 ls at 135 K (Fig. 11 in Alers and Thompson, 1961); while for
well-anneal copper, relaxation time is about 0.067 ls at room temperature 300 K (Fig. 6 inAlers and Thompson,
1961). For polycrystalline aluminum, relaxation times of viscous slip of grain boundaries vary from about 2.5 ls
at 600 C to 0.18 s at 285 C (estimated from Eq. (23) in Keˆ, 1947). More recent works on internal friction of
aluminum at elevated temperatures can be found in references by Jiang et al. (2005) and Cao and Huang
(2004). For complex materials with strongly interacting constituents like some alloys or composites, relaxation
in hierarchical stages suggests a (scale-invariant) distribution of relaxation times (Lakes and Quackenbush,
1996; Norwick and Berry, 1961; Speake et al., 1999). Therefore, hyperbolic theories of relaxation times are nec-
essary for treating viscous processes in solid materials for their general applications. We can see later on that
hyperbolic theories naturally reduces to parabolic theories at relaxation times approach zeros.
Another aspect that attributes to damping is the irreversible thermal process. Thermal propagation process-
es consist of electron as well as phonon thermal conductions. The corresponding characteristic relaxations are
determined by the times required for establishing thermal equilibrium between electrons and phonons. Typical
characteristic relaxation time for phonon heat ﬂux or electron heat ﬂux is on the order of some tens of pico-
seconds or some tens of femtoseconds (Wall and Olsson, 1997; Pe´rez-Guerrero Noyola, 1997; Kostrykin et al.,
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response; however for micro- and nanomechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS) (Lifshitz and Roukes,
2000; Herrera and Pavo´n, 2002) or for damping metallic structural material like magnesium alloys (Watanabe
et al., 2004), thermoelastic relaxation times become not negligible due to the reduction of dimension in the
former and reduction of thermal diﬀusivity in the latter. In this work, we used polycrystalline aluminum as
the example structural material for the purpose of illustration of the model.
1.4. Damping models
The most commonly applied material damping model is the linear viscous model, which lies in the category
of CIT. For irreversible viscous process, the generalized ﬂux is viscous stress and the associated generalized
force is the rate of deformation. The coupling of thermal and mechanical ﬁelds is not considered in linear vis-
cous model. In the category of CIT, another type of damping, i.e., the ‘‘thermoelastic damping’’, is used by
some authors to describe the Thomson eﬀect (Zener, 1938). That is, when a solid is stressed adiabatically, there
is an accompanying change in the temperature. In other words, mechanical and thermal ﬁelds are coupled. As
a consequence of the second law of thermodynamics, irreversible heat transport occurs and entropy is pro-
duced when mechanical energy is converted into heat. Zener (1938) is the ﬁrst person to study this type of
damping mechanism. Boley (Boley and Weiner, 1960) has pointed out that for high frequency vibrations, ther-
moelastic damping can be signiﬁcant. Many authors have extended Zener’s analysis to more general situations
(Bishop and Kinra, 1993; Bishop et al., 1993; Adams and Bert, 1999). Thermoelastic damping model belongs
to CIT and can be thought as the dynamic counterpart of the Duhem model (Parkus, 1968).
RT damping models, also called viscoelasticity models, usually involve integro-diﬀerential equations (Fab-
rizio and Morro, 1992; Drozdov and Kolmanovskiæi, 1994; etc.). The coupling and conversion between ther-
mal and mechanical ﬁelds are usually not addressed in RT models. For materials having short memory, a
simpliﬁed RT model can be obtained. In this special case, instead of the time history of the strain, additional
state variables such as the rate and higher-order derivatives of deformation are introduced to determine the
local state (Day, 1972; Truesdell, 1984). These additional state variables are not internal variables. They
are not related to any internal material structures, and are both observable and controllable. In the category
of IVT, by introducing one or more internal variables, Leisture et al. (Lesieutre and Mingori, 1990; Enelund
and Lesieutre, 1999) have developed some viscoelastic models of ﬁrst-order linear diﬀerential type. A ﬁnite
element method (FEM) is employed for some applications.
In the framework of EIT, some models have been developed for rheological materials. Without considering
thermal ﬁeld, Lebon et al. (Lebon et al., 1988, 1991; Jou et al., 1996) developed a viscoelasticity (rheological)
model. With considering thermal ﬁeld, Pe´rez-Guerrero Noyola (1997) and Mu¨ller (Mu¨ller and Ruggeri, 1998)
developed some rheological models for complex ﬂuids. The development of the former models followed the
EIT axioms, but used an CIT entropy ﬂux instead of an EIT entropy ﬂux. The latter started from generalized
Gibbs’ equation and obtained evolution equations for thermodynamic ﬂuxes, by assuming that entropy
depends on a summation of quadratic inner products of hear ﬂux, pressure and stress deviator.
Although ‘‘anelasticity’’ is inherently a thermodynamic phenomenon, various models that are not based on
thermodynamic frameworks are proposed. It includes structural damping, hysteretic damping and modal
damping (Nashif et al., 1985; Dominguea-Cascante and Jou, 1995; etc.). Most of these models are frequen-
cy-domain models. Some models can be applied in both time and frequency domains. Schiessel et al.
(1995), Maia et al. (1998) and others have developed models by using fractional time derivatives in material
constitutive equations. Chen and You (Chen and You, 1999) applied hereditary damping integral model,
which led to an integro-diﬀerential governing equation.
1.5. Contribution of this paper
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid framework of IVT and EIT to develop general damping models
for complex materials. For a typical simple material, a damping model is formulated in the framework of EIT.
For such a typical system, heat ﬂux and nonequilibrium stress are introduced as thermodynamic ﬂuxes with
respect to heat transport and viscous processes. From previously proposed EIT rheological models for com-
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1998), these thermodynamic ﬂuxes are adapted for a solid. In our formulation, instead of using the generalized
Gibb’s relation (Pe´rez-Guerrero Noyola, 1997; Mu¨ller and Ruggeri, 1998) or relaxing an EIT entropy ﬂux to
that of CIT (Lebon et al., 1991; Jou et al., 1996), we start from assuming some ﬁrst-order relaxation equations
for the evolutions of thermodynamic ﬂuxes. This method gives us more freedom to describe the interactions
between the nonequilibrium thermal and mechanical ﬁelds. In our model, coupling is described in both equi-
librium and nonequilibrium mechanical and thermal ﬁelds. This means that evolution equation for a thermo-
dynamic ﬂux is related not only to its own generalized force but also to other generalized forces. In this, some
mechanisms of damping can be clearly described. Based on the concept of EIT state function and using the
evolution equation of EIT entropy, we explicitly derived the expressions for speciﬁc internal energy, entropy
and free energy as a function of local nonequilibrium state. Then a nonlinear energy balance equation, which
governs the interchanges of thermal and mechanical energies, is derived to complete the formulation. Various
limiting cases of EIT damping model are investigated and related to typical CIT models like thermoelastic,
linear viscous and visco-thermoelastic models.
We used the developed model to study longitudinal vibrations of a rod of uniform cross section. Due to
nonlinearity involved in the developed model, various techniques are employed for the solutions. The relations
of damping ratio (or dissipation characteristics) to natural (or driving) frequency are investigated. The eﬀects
of nonequilibrium parameters on dissipation characteristics, like characteristic relaxation times of thermody-
namic ﬂuxes and the interactions between nonequilibrium ﬁelds, are investigated. In comparison, a CIT visco-
thermoelastic model and an IVT damping model are presented (or developed), and numerical results are given.
2. Nonequilibrium thermodynamics damping model
During the vibrations of a dissipative system, various coupled irreversible processes can be involved. Let us
consider a material point in the system. Under the assumption of local equilibrium state, interactions between
the material point and its neighborhood is described by instantaneous responses. However, this restriction has
to be removed at situations when these interactions cannot relax completely during the characteristic time-pe-
riods of interest. We can accommodate (or classify) these interactions by (or into) various irreversible processes
of relaxation characteristics. For each irreversible process, we introduced a thermodynamic ﬂux as the extend-
ed state variables. Therefore, to describe a local nonequilibrium state of a material point, we have a set of clas-
sical state variables and a set of extended state variables. According to informational statistical mechanics,
thermodynamic ﬂuxes can be assumed in an evolution of ﬁrst-order relaxation (Garcis-Colin et al., 1994).
The ‘‘causes’’ for their evolutions are the gradient of the associated state variables (Onsager, 1931a,b). For
a general dissipative system, the inclusion of irreversible processes at macroscopic levels is suﬃcient. However,
physically, all of the dissipation mechanisms fundamentally depend on the evolution processes of some mate-
rial microstructures. For some dynamic systems, dissipation mechanisms rely signiﬁcantly on some speciﬁc
characteristics of material architecture. In these cases, internal state variables are needed to describe these
material microstructural characteristics. Any irreversible processes, related to the evolution processes of these
microstructural characteristics, need the introduction of the corresponding thermodynamic ﬂuxes. For exam-
ple, domain-wall motions contribute to the dissipation of a ferromagnetic or piezoelectric material. The char-
acteristics of domains, in a more accurate model, then, have to be described by internal state variables (Lu and
Hanagud, 2006). The associated domain-wall evolution has to be described by some thermodynamic ﬂuxes.
In this paper, we only restrict our discussions to a typical dynamic system, where the introduction of inter-
nal variables is assumed not needed. Only mechanical and thermal ﬁelds are involved. The irreversible process-
es of consideration consist of only viscous and heat transport processes. We introduce nonequilibrium stresses
rneij and heat ﬂux qi as the corresponding thermodynamic ﬂuxes. Therefore, the set of classical state variables is:
fuiðor eijÞ; viðor _eijÞ; hðor eÞg, where ui is displacement, eij the strain, vi the velocity, _eij the strain rate, h the
absolute temperature, and e the speciﬁc internal energy. The set of extended state variables is: frneij ; qig. We
further assume that the total stress rij is a summation of an elastic stresses reij and nonequilibrium (or viscous)
stresses rneij . In the following, we ﬁrst formulate the conservation equations and constitutive equations. Then
based on the concept of state functions in the framework of EIT, we derive the expressions for state functions,
such as speciﬁc internal energy e, speciﬁc entropy s and speciﬁc Helmholtz’s free energy f, by applying the 1st
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relations and nonequilibrium constitutive relations. In this paper, the discussion is limited to inﬁnitesimal
small deformations. However, generalization to large deformations should not raise fundamental diﬃculties.
(a) Conservation of linear momentums:q _vi ¼ rij;j þ qX i ð1Þ
(b) Conservation of internal energy:q _e ¼ qi;i þ rij _eij ð2ÞEquilibrium constitutive relations:
(a) Thermoelastic constitutive relations (or the Duhamel–Neumann law):reij ¼ Cijklekl  bijðh h0Þ ð3ÞNonequilibrium constitutive relations – evolutions of thermodynamic ﬂuxes:
(a) Evolution of heat ﬂux:sq _qi þ qi ¼ kijh;j þ Aijk _ejk þ Bijkqj;k þ krijklrnejk;l ð4Þ
(b) Evolution of nonequilibrium (or viscous) stresses:sr _r
ne
ij þ rneij ¼ Aijkh;k þ gijkl _ekl þ krijklqk;l þ F ijklmrnekl;m ð5ÞKinematic relations:eij ¼ 12ðui;j þ uj;iÞ ð6Þ
Total stresses:rij ¼ reij þ rneij ð7Þ
In these equations, q is the mass density, Cijkl the elastic moduli, bij the thermal expansion moduli, Xi the exter-
nal body force, kij the heat conduction coeﬃcients, h0 the initial temperature, gijkl the viscous moduli, Bijkl the
heat transport coeﬃcients, and Fijklm the viscosity transport coeﬃcients. Aijk and k
r
ijkl are the thermal-viscous
coeﬃcients. sq and sr are the relaxation times for heat ﬂux and nonequilibrium stresses, respectively. As shown
in Eqs. (4) and (5), thermoelastic coeﬃcients bij describe the coupling between equilibrium thermal and
mechanical interaction; while the thermal-viscous coeﬃcients krijkl describe the coupling between nonequilibri-
um mechanical and thermal ﬁelds. According to the Curie’s principle of symmetry (Fung, 1965), Aijk should
vanish. For an isotropic material,Cijkl ¼ kdkldij þ 2ldikdjl; bij ¼ bdij; kij ¼ kdij; Bijk ¼ 0; F ijklm ¼ 0
krijkl ¼ kr1dkldij þ kr2dikdjl þ kr3dildjk; gijkl ¼ 2gdikdjl
ð8Þin which dpq is the Kronecker Delta, k and l the Lame´’s constants, k a heat conduction constant, b a thermal
expansion constant, g a viscous constant, and kri (i = 1,2,3) are the thermal-viscous constants.
2.1. Expression for the rate of entropy production rs
In the framework of irreversible thermodynamics, speciﬁc entropy s is assumed to govern the local synthe-
sized process and obey a ﬁrst-order time evolution law. The evolution equation of entropy is given byq_s ¼ J si;i þ rs ð9Þ
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s the rate of entropy production. Entropy ﬂux is de-
ﬁned as the entropy ﬂow to and/or from its surrounding. In contrast to CIT, RT and IVT, where entropy ﬂux
only depends on the heat ﬂux; in EIT, entropy ﬂux depends on all of the thermodynamic ﬂuxes.J si ¼ J si ðh; qj; rnekl Þ ð10ÞThe speciﬁc Helmholtz’s free energy density f is deﬁned by f = e  hs. Speciﬁc entropy, speciﬁc internal energy
and speciﬁc free energy are a function of local nonequilibrium state.n ¼ nðh; eij; qk; rnelmÞ; where n denotes symbol e; s; or f ð11ÞIn thermodynamics, the 2nd law states that the rate of entropy production rs is a nonnegative quantity.rs  q_sþ J si;i P 0 ð12ÞFrom the deﬁnition of speciﬁc Helmholtz’s free energy, we obtainh_s ¼ _e _f  s _h ð13ÞBy multiplying Eq. (11) by h and substituting Eq. (13) into it, we obtainhrs  q _e q _f  qs _hþ hJ si;i P 0 ð14ÞFrom Eq. (11), taking the time derivative of speciﬁc free energy with respect to time, we can obtain_f ¼ of
oh
_hþ of
oeij
_eij þ ofoqi
_qi þ oforneij
_rneij ð15ÞFrom Eq. (10), the divergence of the entropy ﬂux, up to the 1st order approximation, is obtained.J si;i ¼ K1ijqj;i þ K2i h;i þ K3ijkrnejk;i ð16Þwhere K1ij ¼ oJ ioqj ;K
2
i ¼ oJ ioh ;K3ijk ¼ oJ iornejk
For an isotropic material, substituting Eqs. (15), (16), (3), (4) and (5) into (14) and collecting terms, yields,hrs ¼  q of
oh
þ s
 
_h q of
oeij
þ q 2g
sr
of
orneij
 rij
 !
_eij þ q ksq
of
oqi
þ hK2i
 
h;i
þ dij þ hK1ji 
q
sr
kr1
of
ornekk
dij þ kr2
of
orneij
þ kr3
of
orneji
 !" #
qi;j
þ  q
sq
kr1
of
oqi
djk þ kr2
of
oqj
dik þ kr3
of
oqk
dij
 !
þ hK3kij
" #
rneij;k þ
q
sq
of
oqi
qi þ
q
sr
of
orneij
rneij P 0 ð17ÞAssume that the rate of entropy production rs is a function of h, qj, and rneij . Suﬃcient conditions to impose the
inequality in (17) for any situations are as follows:
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þ s ¼ 0 ð18aÞ
q
of
oeij
þ q 2g
sr
of
orneij
 rij ¼ 0 ð18bÞ
q
k
sq
of
oqi
þ hK2i ¼ 0 ð18cÞ
 dij þ hK1ji 
q
sr
kr1
of
ornekk
dij þ kr2
of
orneij
þ kr3
of
orneji
 !
¼ 0 ð18dÞ
 q
sq
kr1
of
oqi
djk þ kr2
of
oqj
dik þ kr3
of
oqk
dij
 !
þ hK3kij ¼ 0 ð18eÞ
of
oqi
¼ a^ðhÞqi ð18fÞ
of
orneij
¼ b^ðhÞrneij ; a^P 0; b^P 0 ð18gÞSubstituting the relations (18) into (17), we obtainhrs ¼ q
sq
a^ðhÞqiqi þ
q
sr
b^ðhÞrneij rneij P 0 ð19ÞFrom Eq. (18a), we haveof
oh
¼ s ð20ÞBy considering Eqs. (7) and (18b), we can assumeof
oeij
¼ 1
q
reij;
of
orneij
¼ 1
q
sr
2g
rneij ð21ÞFrom Eqs. (18g) and (21b), we haveb^ðhÞ ¼ 1
q
sr
2g
ð22ÞSubstituting Eq. (21) into (18d), yields,K1ij ¼
1
h
dij þ 1
2gh
ðkr1rnekkdij þ kr2rneji þ kr3rneij Þ ð23ÞSubstituting Eq. (18f) into (18c) and (18e), gives,K2i ¼ q
a^
h
k
sq
qi ð24aÞ
K3ijk ¼ q
a^
h
1
sq
kr1qjdik þ kr2qkdij þ kr3qidjk
  ð24bÞFrom Eq. (10), we can write the divergence of entropy ﬂux as followsJ si;i ¼
1
h
qi;i  q
a^
h
k
sq
qih;i
 
þ 1
2gh
ðkr1rnekkdij þ kr2rneji þ kr3rneij Þqj;i
þ q a^
h
1
sq
kr1qjdik þ kr2qkdij þ kr3qidjk
 
rnejk;i ð25ÞAs nonequilibrium stress rneij reduces to zero, the divergence of entropy ﬂux should reduce to that of CIT,
which is qih
 
;i
. Observing that the ﬁrst term in Eq. (25), it will match the qih
 
;i
, if and only if
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qkh
ð26ÞTherefore, from Eqs. (19), (22) and (26), we can obtain the divergence of entropy ﬂux and the rate of entropy
production.J si;i ¼ qih
 
;i
þ 1
2gh ðkr1rnekkdij þ kr2rneji þ kr3rneij Þqj;i þ 1kh2 ðk
r
1qjdik þ kr2qkdij þ kr3qidjkÞrnejk;i
rs ¼ 1
2gh r
ne
ij r
ne
ij þ 1kh2 qiqi
(
ð27ÞThe 2nd law of thermodynamics as stated in Eq. (19) imposes that gP 0 and kP 0.
2.2. Speciﬁc internal energy
The total derivative of speciﬁc free energy can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (20), (21), (18f) and (26) into
(15),df ¼ sdhþ 1
q
reij deij þ
1
q
sr
2g
rneij dr
ne
ij þ
1
q
sq
k
qi
h
 
dqi ð28ÞWe substitute Eqs. (3) and (8) into (28), and collect terms.df ¼ sþ 1
q
beþ 1
q
sq
2kh2
qiqi
 
dhþ 1
q
d
k
2
e2 þ leijeij  bðh h0Þeþ sr
4g
rneij r
ne
ij þ
sq
2kh
qiqi
 
ð29ÞSince the Helmholtz’s free energy is a function of state, Eq. (29) can be integrated intof ¼ 1
q
k
2
e2 þ leijeij  bðh h0Þeþ sr
4g
rneij r
ne
ij þ
sq
2kh
qiqi
 
þ f1ðh; eij; qi; rneij Þ ð30Þwhere f1 is a function to be determined. From Eq. (30), we calculate the partial derivatives of f with respect to
state variables qi, rneij , and eij.of
oqi
¼ 1
q
sq
kh
qi þ
of1
oqi
ð31aÞ
of
orneij
¼ 1
q
sr
2g
rneij þ
of1
orneij
ð31bÞ
of
oeij
¼ 1
q
ðkedij þ 2leij  bðh h0ÞdijÞ þ of1oeij ¼
1
q
reij þ
of1
oeij
ð31cÞComparing Eqs. (31a)–(31c) with (21) and (18f) and considering (26), we can concludeof1
oqi
¼ of1
orneij
¼ of1
oeij
¼ 0 ð32ÞTherefore, the f1 reduces to a function of only temperature h. Then we can denote f1ðh; eij; qi; rneij Þ as a C(h).qf ¼ k
2
e2 þ leijeij  bðh h0Þeþ sr
4g
rneij r
ne
ij þ
sq
2kh
qiqi þ CðhÞ ð33ÞIt is noted that as relaxation times sr and sq reduce to zero, speciﬁc free energy f in Eq. (33) reduces to that of
CIT (Fung, 1965). Substituting Eq. (33) into (20), we can obtain the entropy.qs ¼ q of
oh
¼  dC
dh
þ beþ sq
2k
qi
h
qi
h
ð34ÞThen, speciﬁc internal energy can be obtained by using the deﬁnition of speciﬁc Helmholtz’s free energy f.qe ¼ qðf þ shÞ ¼ k
2
e2 þ leijeij þ bh0eþ sr
4g
rneij r
ne
ij þ
sq
kh
qiqi þ CðhÞ  h
dC
dh
 	
ð35Þ
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EIT, i.e., as relaxation times sr and sq reduce to zero. Considering zero strain, heat ﬂux and viscous stress,
from Eqs. (3) and (34), we can obtain the following relation.qde ¼ dQ ¼ h d
2C
dh2
dh ð36ÞOn the other hand, from the deﬁnition of the speciﬁc heat, at zero straindQ ¼ qcvðhÞdh ð37Þ
where cv(h) is the speciﬁc heat. HencecvðhÞ ¼  hq
d2C
dh2
ð38ÞThen, we haveCðhÞ  hdC
dh
 	
h
¼ CðhÞ  h dC
dh
 	
h0
þ
Z h
h0
 h
q
d2C
dh2
 
dh ¼ e0 þ
Z h
h0
qcvðhÞdh ð39Þwhere e0 is the reference value of internal energy e at h0. Then, we can obtain the energy balance equation that
governs the interchange of energies by substituting Eqs. (35) and (39) into (3).qcvðhÞ  sq
kh2
qiqi
 
_h ¼ qi;i þ rneij _eij  bh_e
sr
2g
rneij _r
ne
ij 
2sq
kh
qi _qi ð40Þ2.3. Summary of governing equations
For an isotropic material, the governing equations can be obtained from Eqs. (2), (4), (5) and (40).q€ui ¼ ke;i þ 2leij;j  bT ;i þ rneij;j þ qX i
sr _rneij ¼ kr1qk;kdij þ kr2qi;j þ kr2qj;i þ 2g_eij  rneij
sq _qi ¼ kT ;i þ kr1rneij;j þ kr2rneji;j þ kr3rnejj;i  qi
qcv  sqkh2 qiqi
 
_T ¼ qi;i þ rneij _eij  bh_e sr2g rneij _rneij  2sqkh qi _qi; where T ¼ h h0
8>>><
>>>:
ð41Þ2.4. Propagations of thermal and viscous disturbances
We can derive the nonlinear wavelike propagation equations for h, qi and rneij , up to the 2nd order nonlin-
earity. Taking a spatial derivative of Eq. (41d) and substituting it into the equation that is obtained by taking
time derivative of (41c), we can obtain the propagation equation for qi in (42a). Similarly, taking a spatial
derivative of Eq. (41c) and substituting it into the equation that is obtained by taking time derivative of
(41d), we can obtain the propagation equation for h in (42b). Taking the spatial derivative of (41a) and substi-
tuting it into the equation that is obtained by taking time derivative of (41b), we can obtain a propagation
equation for rneij in (42c).€qi þ 1sq _qi  c2qi;jj ¼ c2eijkejpqqp;qk  c2 rnekl _ekl  bh_e sr2g rnekl _rnekl 
2sq
kh0
qk _qk
 
;i
þ 1sq ðk
r
1 _r
ne
ij;j þ kr2 _rneji;j þ kr3 _rnejj;iÞ
€h c2h;ii ¼ 1qcv ðrnekl _ekl  bh_e sr2g rnekl _rnekl 
2sq
kh0
qk _qkÞ;t þ 1qcvsq ðqi;i  k
r
1r
ne
ij;ji  kr2rneji;ji  kr3rnejj;iiÞ
€rneij þ 1sr _rneij  d
2ðrneik;kj þ rnejk;kiÞ ¼ k
r
1
sr
_qk;kdij þ k
r
2
sr
ð _qi;j þ _qj;iÞ þ 2gkqsr e;ij
þ 2glqsr ðeik;kj þ ejk;kiÞ 
2gb
qsr
T ;ij þ 2gsr ðX i;j þ X j;iÞ
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð42Þ
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2 = k/(qcvsq), and d
2 = 2g/(qsr). We can see that
thermal disturbance (temperature or heat ﬂux) propagate at a speed c, while the viscous disturbance propa-
gates at a speed d. Since relaxation time sq is usually quite small, e.g., at the order of 10
20s (Pe´rez-Guerrero
Noyola, 1997), it leads to a very large propagation speed c. However, relaxation time sr can vary in a wide
range: from 1013 s in ordinary ﬂuids to 102 s in viscoelastic materials (Lebon et al., 1988). Usually, the viscous
propagation speed d is much smaller than thermal propagation speed c. If relaxation times sq and sr tend to
zero, evolution equations for heat ﬂux and nonequilibrium stresses degenerate to classical Fourier’s Law and
linear viscous equation, respectively. Then the wavelike propagation equations for thermal and viscous distur-
bances in (44) reduce to some parabolic equations of inﬁnite propagation speeds.
2.5. Limiting cases of the EIT damping model
Limiting case 1: Viscous-thermoelastic model
If relaxation times sq and sr are zeros, the EIT damping model reduces to a CIT model. Especially if thermal-
viscous coeﬃcients krijkl are zeros, i.e., no thermal-viscous coupling, a CIT viscous-thermoelastic model is
obtained.q€ui ¼ ke;i þ 2leij;j  bT ;i þ rneij;j þ qX i
rneij ¼ 2g_eij
qi ¼ kT ;i
qcv _T ¼ qi;i þ rneij _eij  bh_e
8>><
>>:
ð43ÞLimiting case 2: Thermoelastic model
If viscous ﬁeld is negligible, i.e., nonequilibrium stresses rneij are zeros, the viscous-thermoelastic model in (43)
reduces to a CIT thermoelastic model.q€ui ¼ ke;i þ 2leij;j  bT ;i þ qX i
qi ¼ kT ;i
qcv _T ¼ qi;i  bh_e
8><
>: ð44ÞLimiting case 3: Linear viscous model
If thermal ﬁeld is negligible, i.e., temperature ﬂuctuations and heat ﬂux are zeros, the viscous-thermoelastic
model in (43) reduces to a CIT linear viscous model.q€ui ¼ ke;i þ 2leij;j þ rneij;j þ qX i
rneij ¼ 2g_eij
(
ð45ÞFor the former two cases, where a thermal ﬁeld is considered, the conversion between mechanical and thermal
energies is governed by a nonlinear energy balance equation (see Eqs. (43d) and (44c)).
2.6. Discussions on EIT damping model
If thermal ﬁeld is negligible, the stress and strain relations in Eqs. (3) and (5) gives us a Poynting–Thomson
model or a Zener (standard) model (Fig. 1a). If relaxation time sr is zero, the Poynting–Thomson model
reduces to a Kelvin–Voigt model. If elastic stresses are negligible, a Maxwell model is obtained. To character-
ize a more complicated viscosity phenomenon, we can use multiple irreversible viscous processes. Each of
them has a corresponding nonequilibrium (viscous) stresses, which bears its own relaxation time and viscous
coeﬃcients. This complex model is presented in Fig. 1b. However, in order to cope with other possible dissi-
pation mechanisms, such as independent strain relaxation phenomenon and many other empirically derived
viscous models observed from stress–strain relations, we need the introduction of the internal state variables
eij
ne
ij
e
ij
ne(1)
ij
ne(n)
ij
…
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
Fig. 1. Viscosity models (a) Poynting–Thomson model; (b) generalized complex model.
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words, we need to use a hybrid thermodynamics framework of IVT and EIT.
2.7. Damping capacity
Speciﬁc internal energy can be decomposed into two parts: an elastic strain energy ee and a nonequilibrium
internal energy ene, i.e.,qee ¼ 1
2
reijðeij  aT dijÞ ¼ k2 e2 þ leijeij  bT eþ 32baT 2
qene ¼  3
2
baT 2 þ bheþ sr
4g r
ne
ij r
ne
ij þ sqkh qiqi þ CðhÞ  h dCdh
(
ð46Þwhere b = (3k + 2l)a; a the thermal expansion coeﬃcient. For cyclic forced vibrations, the change of local
nonequilibrium internal energy per cycle is deﬁned byDW ¼
I
q _ene dt ð47ÞIfW is the local maximum strain energy during one cycle, the local speciﬁc damping capacity Dw is deﬁned byDw ¼ DW
W
ð48ÞThe volume averaged speciﬁc damping capacity w is deﬁned as the ratio of total energy dissipation per cycle to
strain energy, i.e.,W ¼
R
V DW dvR
V W dv
ð49Þ3. Applications: Longitudinal vibrations of a rod
3.1. Governing equations
Consider an isotropic rod undergoing longitudinal vibrations (Fig. 2). A 1-D stress problem can be
addressed. Therefore, only one out of the six stress components, i.e., rxx, is nontrivial. Assuming that shearingL
x,u
y
0Tqu ne x,xxx, =σ=== 0Tqu
ne
x,xxx, =σ===
Fig. 2. A rod of uniform cross section.
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nent, denoted by ‘q’, is nontrivial. These state variables only spatially depend on x. We apply the Duhamel–
Neumann law to equilibrium thermomechanical (thermoelastic) constitute relations.exx ¼ 1E rexx þ aðh h0Þ
eyy ¼  mE rexx þ aðh h0Þ
ezz ¼  mE rexx þ aðh h0Þ
8><
>: ð50ÞThereforee ¼ exx þ eyy þ ezz ¼ ð1 2mÞexx þ 2að1þ mÞðh h0Þ ð51Þ
The governing equations becomesq€exx ¼ E o2exxox2  Ea o
2T
ox2 þ o
2rnexx
ox2
sr _rnexx ¼ kr oqox þ 2g_exx  rnexx
sq _q ¼ k oTox þ kr or
ne
xx
ox  q
qcv þ 2abð1þ mÞh sqkh2 q2
h i
_T ¼  oqox þ rnexx _exx  Eah_exx  sr2g rnexx _rnexx  2sqkh q _q; where T ¼ h h0
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð52Þwhere Eq. (52a) is obtained by taking diﬀerential of Eq. (2) with respect to x. The thermal conduction coef-
ﬁcient kr ¼ kr1 þ kr2 þ kr3. In the following, we investigate the dissipation characteristics of the rod by studying
its free and forced vibrations. Since the energy conservation equation in (52d) is nonlinear, for solutions to free
vibrations, we used mode shapes of the corresponding nondissipative system to reduce a set of nonlinear par-
tial diﬀerential equations (PDE) in (52) to a set of nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODE) by Galer-
kin’s method. Then, a perturbation technique is used to solve nonlinear ODEs. For solutions to forced
vibrations, we utilize a harmonic balance method. In these studies, we consider two types of thermomechanical
boundary conditions: one is of ﬁxed–ﬁxed adiabatic ends, the other of free–free isothermal ends. In reality, the
thermal boundary condition is an intermediate between adiabatic and isothermal conditions; the mechanical
boundary condition is an intermediate of free-end and ﬁxed-end conditions.
3.2. Dissipation characteristics of free vibrations
(1) Fixed–ﬁxed adiabatic ends: the boundary conditions areuð0; tÞ ¼ uðL; tÞ ¼ 0; qð0; tÞ ¼ qðL; tÞ ¼ 0 ð53Þ
Besides these conventional boundary conditions, we need to address appropriate boundary conditions for
temperature and nonequilibrium stress. According to Eq. (52b), we assume that the gradient of T is zero at
boundaries. In this study, rnexx;x is set to zero at both ends. Displacement mode shapes for the corresponding
nondissipative system areUnðxÞ ¼ sin npxL
 
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ð54ÞAccordingly, mode shapes for h, qi, and rnexx can be properly addressed.exxðx; tÞ ¼ enðtÞ cos npxLl
 
rnexxðx; tÞ ¼ rnðtÞ cos npxL
 
T ðx; tÞ ¼ T nðtÞ cos npxL
 
qðx; tÞ ¼ qnðtÞ sin npxL
 
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .
8>><
>>:
ð55ÞBy using the Galerkin’s method, we substitute Eq. (55) into (52a)–(52d), multiply Eqs. (52a), (52c) and (52d)
by cos(npx/L), (52b) by sin(npx/L), and integrate them from 0 to L. Then, we can obtain the following non-
linear ODEs for the nth mode, up to cubic-order nonlinearity.
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 2ðEen  EaT n þ rnÞ
sr _rn ¼ kr npL
 
qn þ 2g_en  rn
sq _qn ¼ k npL
 
T n  kr npL
 
rn  qn
½qcv þ 2abð1þ mÞh0 _T n ¼  npL
 
qn  Eah0 _en þ sq4kh20 ðq
2
n
_T n þ 2T nqn _qnÞ; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .
8>>><
>>>:
ð56Þ3.2.1. Perturbation method
To solve for nonlinear ODEs in (56), we choose a small parameter d that measures magnitude of the deviation
from a trivial state. The perturbation approach is justiﬁed. The bifurcating solution lies on branches of the formUnðtÞ ¼ dU1nðtÞ þ d2U2nðtÞ þ d3U3nðtÞ þOðd4Þ; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ð57Þ
where U denotes symbols ‘e’, ‘r’, ‘q’ and ‘T’. If we denote a vector fXg ¼ f_en; en; rn; qn; T ngT, then {X} can be
written in terms of the powers of d as {X} = d{X1} + d
2{X2} + d
3{X3}, where fX 1g ¼ f_e1n; e1n; r1n; q1n; T 1ngT,
fX 2g ¼ f_e2n; e2n; r2n; q2n; T 2ngT, fX 3g ¼ f_e3n; e3n; r3n; q3n; T 3ngT. Then, we can rewrite Eq. (56) in the order of powers
of d as follows.
d1-order analysis
The d1-order governing equations for the nth mode can be written in the form of state space.½Af _X 1g þ ½BfX 1g ¼ f0g ð58Þ
where½A ¼
q 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 sr 0 0
0 0 0 sq 0
0 0 0 0 ðqcv þ 2bað1þ mÞh0Þ
2
6666664
3
7777775
; ½B ¼
0 E npl
 2 np
l
 2
0 Ea npl
 2
1 0 0 0 0
2g 0 1 kr npl
 
0
0 0 kr npl
 
1 k npl
 
Eah0 0 0 npl
 
0
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð59ÞThis corresponds to an eigen-value problem.ðk½A þ ½BÞfX 1g ¼ f0g ð60Þ
For each n, there exist ﬁve roots. Three of them are negative, while the other two roots are complex conjugate
with a negative real part, i.e., k = n1 ± in2 ðwhere n1; n2 2 R; n1 < 0Þ, which determines the modal
information. The former three roots correspond to three relaxed motions, while the latter two the relaxed
vibrations. For the nth mode, we denote its natural frequency as xn and its damping ration as wn. We can
determine xn and wn from the complex conjugates. The imaginary part of complex roots is equal to the
damped natural frequency, i.e., xn = n2; the ratio of the absolute value of the real part to magnitude of
the root gives the damping ratio, i.e., wn = j n2j/jkj. If corresponding normalized eigenvector is
{Z} = {(a1 + ia2),(b1 + ib2),(c1 + ic2), (d1 + id2), (e1 + ie2)}
T, ðwhere ai; bi; ci; di; ei 2 RÞ, we can write the
solution of Eq. (58).fX 1g ¼ ReðektfZgÞ; where k ¼ n1 þ in2; n1; n2 2 R; n1 < 0 ð61Þ
d2-order analysis
Similarly, the d2-order governing equations can be written in the form of a state space. Same equations as
for the d1-order analysis are obtained for the d2-order analysis.½Af _X 2g þ ½BfX 2g ¼ 0 ð62Þ
Therefore, the solution {X2} is expected to be {t X1} (t 2 C). However, the characteristic of d imposes t = 0.
ThenfX 2g ¼ 0 ð63Þ
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Similarly, the d3-order governing equations can also be written in a form of the state space.½Af _X 3g þ ½BfX 3g ¼ eð3n1þin2ÞtfD3g þ e3ðn1þin2ÞtfE3g ð64Þ
wherefD3g ¼ sqxn
4kh20
 !
0; 0; 0; 0;  1
4
ðd21 þ 3d22Þe2 
1
2
d1d2e1
 
þ i 1
4
ð3d21 þ d22Þe1 þ
1
2
d1d2e2
 
 T
fE3g ¼ sqxn
4kh20
 !
0; 0; 0; 0;
3
4
ðd21 þ d22Þe2 
3
2
d1d2e1
 
þ i 3
4
ðd21  d22Þe1 
3
2
d1d2e2
 
 TTwo particular solutions correspond to the two types of excitations on the right-hand side of Eq. (64). They
arefX 3gp1 ¼ Reðeð3n1þin2Þt½ð3n1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½B1fD3gÞ
fX 3gp2 ¼ Reðe3ðn1þin2Þt½3ðn1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½B1fE3gÞj
ð65ÞSimilarly, the general solution for the d3-order is set to zero. Then the d3-order solution isfX 3g ¼ fX 3gp1 þ fX 3gp2 ð66Þ
Finally, from Eqs. (61), (63), and (66), we obtain an asymptotically approximated time function for the nth
modal function.fXg ¼ dfX 1g þ d3ðfX 3gp1 þ fX 3gp2Þ
¼ Reðden1tðein2tfZgÞ þ d3e3n1tðein2tðð3n1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½BÞ1fD3g þ ei3n2tð3ðn1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½BÞ1fE3gÞÞ
ð67Þ
From Eq. (67), we can see that the d3-order component is damped three times faster than the d1-order com-
ponent. The d3-order components are usually negligible. Therefore, for free vibrations, linear (or d1-order)
analysis is accurate enough.
(2) Free–free isothermal ends: the boundary conditions are given byrexxð0; tÞ ¼ rnexxð0; tÞ ¼ T ð0; tÞ ¼ rexxðL; tÞ ¼ rnexxðL; tÞ ¼ T ðL; tÞ ¼ 0
Accordingly, we assume the following mode shapes.exxðx; tÞ ¼ enðtÞ sin npxL
 
rnexxðx; tÞ ¼ rnðtÞ sin npxL
 
T ðx; tÞ ¼ T nðtÞ sin npxL
 
qðx; tÞ ¼ qnðtÞ cos npxL
 
; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; . . .
8>><
>>:
ð68ÞWhere we set the gradient of heat ﬂux zero at the two ends. The governing equations can be derived.q€en ¼  npL
 2ðEen  EaT n þ rnÞ
sr _rn ¼ kr npL
 
qn þ 2g_en  rn
sq _qn ¼ k npL
 
T n þ kr npL
 
rn  qn
qcvþ
2abð1þ mÞh0
 
_T n ¼ npL
 
qn  Eah0 _en þ 23p
rn _en  EaT n _en  sr2g rn _rn
2abð1þ mÞh0T n _T n  sqkh0 qn _qn
 !
þ sq
4kh20
q2n _T nþ
2T nqn _qn
 !
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð69Þ
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function.Table
The m
q (kg/
a (/k)
Table
Comp
Mode
1
6
10fXg ¼ dfX 1g þ d2ðfX 2gp1 þ fX 2gp2Þ þ d3ðfX 3gp1 þ fX 3gp2Þ ð70ÞwherefX 1g ¼ Reðeðn1þin2ÞtfZgÞ
fX 2gp1 ¼ Reðe2n1t½2n1½A þ ½B1fD2gÞ
fX 2gp2 ¼ Reðe2ðn1þin2Þt½2ðn1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½B1fE2gÞ
fX 3gp1 ¼ Reðeð3n1þin2Þt½ð3n1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½B1fD3gÞ
fX 3gp2 ¼ Reðe3ðn1þin2Þt½3ðn1 þ in2Þ½A þ ½B1fE3gÞFor free–free isothermal-end case, we obtain the same [A] and similar [B] as for ﬁxed–ﬁxed adiabatic-end case.
{Z} is the corresponding eigenvector. {D3} and {E3} are deﬁned in Eq. (64). The d
2-order excitations are given
by e2n1tfD2g and e2ðn1þin2ÞtfE2g, and we havefD2g ¼ xn
3p
 
f0; 0; 0; 0; ½ðc1b2 þ c2b1Þ  Eaðe1b2 þ e2b1ÞgT
fE2g ¼ xn
3p
 
0; 0; 0; 0;
ðc1b2  c2b1Þ  Eaðe1b2  e2b1Þþ
sr
g c1c2 þ 4abð1þ mÞh0e1e2 þ 2sqkh0 d1d2
 !
þ i
ðc1b1  c2b2Þ  Eaðe1b1  e2b2Þ  sr2g ðc21  c22Þ
2abð1þ mÞh0ðe21  e22Þ  sqkh0 ðd
2
1  d22Þ
 !( )TIn the following, we studied the free vibrations of an aluminum rod subjected to either ﬁxed–ﬁxed adiabatic
ends or free–free isothermal ends. The material constants for aluminum in International System Units are
given in Table 1.
The rod is of length 10 m. Besides material constants given in the Table 1, material parameters introduced
in EIT model are chosen as, sr = 1.0 · 104 s, sq = 1.0 · 1020 s, g = 3.5 · 103 N s/m2, and kr = 5.0 · 103.
We chose the values of relaxation times, sr and sq, from the range obtained by available experimental data
discussed in the introduction. The comparison of damped and undamped modal parameters is presented in
the Table 2. It is seen that the damped natural frequencies slightly deviate from the undamped natural fre-
quencies, by about 0.2% higher or lower for the ﬁrst 10 modes. The variation of damping ratio with natural
frequency is shown in Fig. 3a, where nonequilibrium parameters are selected to produce a peak damping ratio
at the 6th natural frequency. A nonlinear dependency on the frequency is observed for the damping ratio. By
choosing the 6th mode, we studied the eﬀects of nonequilibrium material parameters on damping ratio. The
numerical results are presented in the Fig. 3b–d. In each plot, by ﬁx other material parameters as listed above,
only one parameter is chosen to vary. In Fig. 3b, where we chose the relaxation time sq as the varying param-
eter, it is observed that although sq is a key feature to determine the propagation speed of thermal disturbance,
sq does not aﬀect the damping ratio much. As sq increases from 10
20 to 105 s, the changes of damping ratio1
aterial properties
m3) 2.7 · 103 E (GPa) 70 · 109 m 0.3
23.6 · 106 k (J/s m k) 222 cv (J/kg k) 900
2
arison of undamped and damped modal parameters (x2, damped frequency; x1, undamped frequency; Dx = x2  x1)
No. x1 (rad/s) Free–free isothermal-end case Fixed–ﬁxed adiabatic-end case
x2 (rad/s) Dx/x1(%) wn (10
3) x2 (rad/s) Dx/x1 (%) wn (10
3)
1599.62 1595.90 0.23 0.0781 1603.14 0.22 0.0778
9597.72 9577.60 0.21 0.2509 9622.40 0.25 0.2486
15996.21 15964.59 0.20 0.2259 16039.24 0.26 0.2234
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Fig. 3. The variations of damping ratio with: (a) natural frequency x; (b) relaxation time sq; (c) relaxation time sr; (d) thermal-viscous
constant kr.
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r take more important roles in aﬀecting
the damping ratio. As shown in the Fig. 3c, where we chose the relaxation time sr as the varying parameter,
damping ratio increases quickly from zero, as sr decreases from 10
3 to 105 s. However, as sr is larger than
103 s or less than 105 s, damping ratio changes very little. As is stated, thermal-viscous constant kr reﬂects
the coupling between nonequilibrium thermal and viscous ﬁelds. Large value of kr means a strong coupling.
As in the Fig. 3d, where kr is the varying parameter, the variation of damping ratio is quite large with
respect to kr in the range of 101 to 10. It is observed that a strong coupling reduces the damping ratio,
while a weak coupling increases it. In this particular case, damping ratio can drop from 0.025% to almost
zero as the coupling coeﬃcient increases from 101 to 10. Based on these observations, we can conclude that
nonequilibrium parameters sr and k
r can strongly aﬀect the damping characteristics. To make things more
clearly, we selected various values of sr and k
r and compared the associated variation of damping ratio ver-
sus frequency. Results are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, we ﬁxed sr = 10
4 s and varied the coupling coef-
ﬁcient kr; while in Fig. 4b, we ﬁxed kr = 5 · 103 and varied the relaxation time sr. We can see that
these two parameters not only change the magnitude of damping ratio but also the proﬁle of damping ratio
with respect to frequency, including the shifting of corresponding frequency of maximum damping ratio. As
sr! 0, a nonlinear dependency of damping ratio on frequency tends to a linear dependency (Fig. 4a and
Fig. 8a). In this particular case, either increasing relaxation time sr or increasing coupling coeﬃcient k
r
reduces the damping ratio.
In Fig. 5, we calculate the 6th modal function for free–free isothermal-end case as in Eq. (70). We select
d = 1 and choose the maximum value of d1 component as a reference strain to normalize. The normalized
d1, d2, and d3 order components for exx(x,t) at x = L/8 are presented in Fig. 5a–c. As is expected, it is observed
that e2 and e3 order components are quite smaller than e1 component and are negligible.
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Fig. 5. The 6th modal function at x = L/8 for free–free isothermal-end case. (a) d1 order component; (b) d2 order component; (c) d3 order
component ðwhere emax ¼ maxðe1nðtÞÞÞ.
Fig. 4. Damping ratio versus frequency: (a) at selected kr and a ﬁxed sr = 10
4 s; (b) at selected sr and a ﬁxed k
r = 5 · 103.
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A uniformly distributed harmonic longitudinal strain is applied to study the dissipation of the rod during its
cyclic forced vibrations.exx ¼ e0Refeixtg ð71Þ
Since the energy balance equation in (53d) is nonlinear, variables rnexx , T, and q would experience multi-har-
monic vibrations. In this work, we solve for these motions up to second-order harmonics. Then, we can
assumernexxðx; tÞ ¼ Refr^1ðxÞeixt þ r^2ðxÞei2xtg
T ðx; tÞ ¼ RefT^ 1ðxÞeixt þ T^ 2ðxÞei2xtg
qðx; tÞ ¼ Refq^1ðxÞeixt þ q^2ðxÞei2xtg
8><
>: ð72ÞAccording to the harmonic balance method, we substitute Eqs. (71) and (72) into (53), neglect the super har-
monic terms higher than second-order harmonics, and collect terms at time scales eixt and ei2xt, respectively.
Then, we obtain
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q^1 ¼ ð1þ ixsqÞ1ðk dT^ 1dx þ kr dr^1dx Þ
T^ 1 ¼ ½ixðqcv þ 2abð1þ mÞh0Þ1  dq^1dx  ixEah0e0
 
8><
>: ð73Þandr^2 ¼ ð1þ i2xsrÞ1ðkr dq^2dx Þ
q^2 ¼ ð1þ i2xsqÞ1 k dT^ 2dx þ kr dr^2dx
 
T^ 2 ¼ ½i2xðqcv þ 2abð1þ mÞh0Þ1
h
 dq^2
dx þ i 12xe0ðr^1  EaT^ 1Þ:
ixabð1þ mÞðT^ 1Þ2  ix sr4g ðr^1Þ2  ix sqkh0 ðq^1Þ
2
i
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð74ÞTo solve for Eq. (73), substituting Eqs. (73a) and (73c) into (73b), we obtain a governing equation for q^1.d2q^1
dx2
 ð1þ ixsqÞðA1þ iA2Þ q^1 ¼ 0 ð75Þwhere A1 ¼ ðkrÞ2
1þðxsrÞ2; A2 ¼  xsrA1þ
k
xA
 
; A ¼ qcv þ 2abð1þ mÞh0
We solve for Eq. (75), then substitute the solution into Eqs. (73a) and (73c) to solve for r^1ðxÞ and T^ 1ðxÞ. We
obtain the following solutions.q^1ðxÞ ¼ e0½C expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞ þ D expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞ
r^1ðxÞ ¼ e0½r^11ðxÞ þ r^21
T^ 1ðxÞ ¼ e0½T^ 11ðxÞ þ T^ 21
8><
>: ð76Þwhere C and D are complex constants to be determined by thermal boundary conditions, andn1 ¼ r cosð/Þ; n2 ¼ r sinð/Þ; r ¼
1þ ixsq
A1þ iA2


1
2
; / ¼ 1
2
arctanðxsqÞ  arctan A2A1
  	
r^11ðxÞ ¼ ð1þ ixsrÞ1fkrðn1 þ in2Þ½C expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞ  D expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞg
r^21 ¼ i2gxð1þ ixsrÞ1
T^ 11ðxÞ ¼ ðixAÞ1fðn1 þ in2Þ½C expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞ  D expððn1 þ in2ÞxÞg
T^ 21 ¼ 
Eah0
ATo solve Eq. (74), substituting Eqs. (74a) and (74c) into (74b), we can obtain the governing equation for q^2.d2q^2
dx2
 ð1þ i2xsqÞðB1þ iB2Þ q^2
¼ ke0
2AðB1þ iB2Þ 1
sre0
2g
r^21
 
dr^11
dx
 ðEaþ abð1þ mÞe0T^ 21Þ
dT^ 11
dx


e0 abð1þ mÞ d
dx
ðT^ 11Þ2 þ
sr
4g
d
dx
ðr^11Þ2 þ
sq
kh0
d
dx
ðq^1Þ2
 
ð77Þwhere B1 ¼ ðkrÞ2
1þð2xsrÞ2; B2 ¼  2xsrB1þ
k
2xA
 
The solution for Eq. (77) is given by
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þ ke0
2AðB1þ iB2Þ½ðn1 þ in2Þ2  ðf1 þ if2Þ2
1 sre0
2g
r^21
 
dr^11
dx
 ðEaþ abð1þ mÞe0T^ 21Þ
dT^ 11
dx
 	
 ke
2
0
2AðB1þ iB2Þ½4ðn1 þ in2Þ2  ðf1 þ if2Þ2
abð1þ mÞ d
dx
ðT^ 11Þ2 þ
sr
4g
d
dx
ðr^11Þ2 þ
sq
kh0
d
dx
ðq^1Þ2
 
ð78Þ
where C1 and D1 as complex constants to be determined by thermal boundary conditions, andf1 ¼ r1 cosð/1Þ; f2 ¼ r1 sinð/1Þ; r1 ¼
1þ i2xsq
B1þ iB2


1
2
; /1 ¼
1
2
arctanð2xsqÞ  arctan B2B1
  	Then we can obtain r^2ðxÞ and T^ 2ðxÞ by substituting Eq. (78) into (74a) and (74c). In overall, we have four
complex constants C, D, C1 and D1 to be determined. For adiabatic boundary conditions where
q(0) = q(L) = 0, it yields q^ið0Þ ¼ q^iðLÞ ¼ 0ði ¼ 1; 2Þ. We can obtain C = D = C1 = D1 = 0. For isothermal
boundary conditions where T(0) = T(L) = 0, it yields T^ ið0Þ ¼ T^ iðLÞ ¼ 0ði ¼ 1; 2Þ. From it, C, D, C1 and D1
can be determined.
In the following numerical studies, we calculated the damping capacity deﬁned in Eqs. (48)–(50) during a
cycle of forced vibrations. The maximum elastic strain energy is given byW ¼ max
t2 0;2px½ 
qee ¼ 1
2
Ee20 ð79ÞThe local nonequilibrium internal energy change per cycle is given byDW ¼
I
q _en dt ¼
I
ðqi;i þ rij _eij  q _eeÞdt ¼
Z 2p
x
0
ðqi;i þ rneij _eij þ b _he 3abT _T Þdt ð80ÞThe variations of volume-averaged speciﬁc damping capacity w, deﬁned in Eq. (49), with driving frequency x
for both either isothermal or adiabatic ends, are studied. The results are shown in Fig. 6. We can see that the
variation of volume-averaged speciﬁc damping ratio w with excitation frequency x is similar to the variation
of damping ratio with natural frequency in free vibration as shown in Fig. 3a. However, when x is small, the w
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Fig. 6. The variation of volume-averaged speciﬁc damping capacity w with frequency x.
Fig. 7. The distribution of local speciﬁc damping capacity D w: (a) along x/L from 0 to 0.01; (b) along x/L from 0.99 to 1. The
nonequilibrium-stress and strain relations during a cycle: (c) at x/L = 0.01 or 0.99; (d) at x/L = 0 or 1.
X. Lu, S.V. Hanagud / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3278–3303 3299large. The distribution of local speciﬁc damping capacity Dw at x = 104 rad/s (close to the 6th natural fre-
quency) for the isothermal case is presented in Fig. 7. In this work, the local speciﬁc damping capacity Dw
is deﬁned as the ratio of the change of local nonequilibrium internal energy per cycle to the maximum strain
energy. It includes two contributions: one is related to the local energy dissipation that is nonnegative, and the
other to the ﬂux of nonequilibrium internal energy. We can see in Fig. 7a and b that Dw as a function of x is
not always positive. However, the volume-averaged speciﬁc damping ratio w is always positive (Fig. 6). Be-
cause when we integrate Dw along x, the ﬂux of nonequilibrium internal energy cancels with each other
and only the nonnegative dissipation part is left over. As is seen, the distribution of Dw gives us the informa-
tion about the ﬂow of nonequilibrium internal energy during a cycle. The nonequilibrium stress and strain
relations at various locations are presented in Fig. 7c and d. At x/L = 0 or 1, the second harmonic component
for nonequilibrium stress is large, then we get a butterﬂy style curve (Fig. 7d); at x/L = 0.01 or 0.99, the second
harmonic component for nonequilibrium stress is quite smaller than the harmonic component, an elliptic
curve is obtained (Fig. 7c). As x/L from 0.01 to 0.99, the nonequilibrium stress-strain curve does not change.
It corresponds with what we observed in Fig. 7a and b, i.e., Dw keeps unvarying almost immediately apart
from the ends. Although the second harmonic component makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the stress–strain
relation curve, it does not contribute to the dissipation since it is orthogonal to the excitation.4. In comparison to other thermodynamics damping models
4.1. Visco-thermoelastic model (CIT)
As mentioned in the introduction section, both linear viscous damping and thermoelastic damping are CIT
models. We combine these two models to formulate a visco-thermoelastic model that is given in Eq. (43). The
speciﬁc CIT internal energy is given byqe ¼ 1
2
kðekkÞ2 þ leijeij þ bh0ekk þ qcvðh h0Þ þ qe0 ð81ÞFor longitudinal vibrations of a uniform rod, the governing equations are
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Fig. 8. The variation of damping ratio with frequency for the case of ﬁxed–ﬁxed adiabatic ends: (a) visco-thermoelastic model; (b) IVT
model (n = 1).
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2T
ox2 þ 2g o
2 _exx
ox2
qcv _T ¼ k o2Tox2 þ 2g_e2xx  Eah_exx  2abð1þ mÞh _T
(
ð82ÞFollowing the same procedure as in the study of EIT model, we obtain the variation of the damping ratio with
respect to natural frequency for the case of ﬁxed–ﬁxed adiabatic ends. Same material constants are used. The
results are presented in Fig. 8a. In contrary to the EIT model, as mentioned early, we observe a linear depen-
dency of damping ratio on the frequency, which is a limiting case of sr! 0.4.2. Internal variable theory model (RT)
A simple IVT model that introduces only one internal variable, i.e. an anelastic strain eanij , is developed. The
thermal ﬁeld is considered. The anelastic strain follows a 1st order evolution. For longitudinal vibrations of a
uniform rod, we haverij ¼ kedij þ 2leijbTdij
qi ¼ k oT iox
se _eanij ¼ a1eanij  a2eeij; where eij ¼ eeij þ eanij
8><
>: ð83Þwhere se, a1, a2 > 0. The internal variable, i.e., the anelastic strain, can be eliminated from Eq. (83c) through
the following integration.eanij ¼ 
1
se
Z t
1
a1e
e
xx exp 
a2
se
ðt  sÞ
 	
ds ð84ÞWith only one internal variable, speciﬁc internal energy can be uniquely determined.qe¼ 1a2
a1
 
1
2
kðeeÞ2þleeijeeij
 
þ a2
2a1
k eeþa1
a2
ean
 2
þa2
a1
l eeijþ
a1
a2
eanij
 2
þbT a0eeþqcvðT aT a0Þþqe0
ð85Þ
where T = Ta  Ta0, ee ¼ eekk and ean ¼ eankk . Ta is the local accompanying absolute temperature, and Ta0 is the
reference temperature. The governing equations reduce toq€eexx ¼ E o
2eexx
ox2  Ea o
2T
ox2  Ese
R t
1 a1
o2eexx
ox2 exp½ a2se ðt  sÞdsþ X ðx; tÞ
qcv _T ¼ k o2Tox2 þ Eð1 a2a1Þeanxx _eanxx  EaðT þ T a0Þ_eexx  EaT _enexx
8<
: ð86Þ
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obtain a set of nonlinear integro-diﬀerential equations for the nth mode.q€en ¼ ðnpL Þ2ðEen  EaT n  Ese
R t
1 a1en exp  a1se ðt  sÞ
h i
dsÞ þ XnðtÞ
qcv _T n ¼  npL
 2
kT n  EaT a0 _en
8<
: ð87ÞBy taking Laplace transformation, the transfer function can be obtained as followsGnðsÞ ¼ XnðsÞenðsÞ ¼ qs
2 þ E np
L
 2
1 a2
a1 þ sesþ
Ea2T a0s
qcvs2 þ k npL
 2
 !( )1
ð88ÞBy calculating the poles of transfer function for the nth mode, the variation of damping ratio with natural
frequency is obtained. The results are shown in Fig. 8b. We have used the material constants in Table 1
and chosen se = 2.0 · 105 s, a1 = 1.0, and a2 = 6.8 · 103. It is observed a nonlinear dependency of damping
ratio on the natural frequency. As stated by Lesieutre et al. (Lesieutre and Mingori, 1990; Enelund and Lesieu-
tre, 1999), IVT models are expected to have ﬂexibility to present various nonlinear dependencies of damping
ratio on frequency.
5. Conclusion
Material damping is a complicated thermodynamics phenomenon, which involves various irreversible ther-
modynamic processes and is associated with the interchange of various forms of energy. A hybrid thermody-
namics framework is proposed for the development of general damping models for complex materials. In this
paper, a damping model has been developed for a typical simple material in the framework of extended irre-
versible thermodynamics. For each involved irreversible process, a thermodynamic ﬂux, which is driven by the
corresponding thermodynamic forces, was introduced. Interferences among various irreversible processes are
included in a ﬁrst-order relaxation equation. Introduction of the relaxation characteristics for these thermo-
dynamic ﬂuxes describes their nonequilibrium characteristics and yields a propagation equation for either
mechanical or thermal disturbance, and thus avoids a diﬀusion equation of inﬁnite propagation speed. The
model gives a physical insight on mechanisms of material damping by describing the irreversible interchanges
of various forms of energy. The formulation includes a derivation for the nonlinear energy balance equation
by using the ﬁrst and second laws of thermodynamics. The reductions of the developed model to various ther-
modynamic damping models have been investigated by deducing various limiting cases.
By using the developed model, we have studied the vibrations of a long rod. A perturbation method and a
harmonic balance method have been used to solve its free and forced vibrations, respectively. A nonlinear
dependency of the damping ratio on frequency is studied and justiﬁed. Eﬀects of nonequilibrium inter-ﬁeld
couplings and relaxation times are also investigated. Numerical studies show that these nonequilibrium
parameters can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the dissipation characteristics in some situations.
In the future work, we will attempt to incorporate the internal variable theory into EIT to develop damping
models for more general materials.
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